cat and dog
and the butterfly
about biblionef

we all want children to become readers – to have empathy for characters, big vocabularies and imaginations, and to be able to immerse themselves in another world through a book. biblionef places a strong emphasis on reading for pleasure; we believe children should have a sense of fun as they read. it should not be a chore, but an exciting activity, something to look forward to.

to achieve this, children need to be exposed to books with great stories. books which help with children’s literacy development, give access to information and education, and teach them to think for themselves – to make good decisions.

biblionef’s goal is to make a profound impact on the lives of children and we are deeply committed to giving all children access to books. biblionef foundations provide new books to library projects for children who have no access to books. books containing stories they can relate to and learn from.

www.biblionef.org

about cat and dog

cat and dog books are funny and easy to read.
learn only 200 words and start reading the books.

www.cat-and-dog.org
this is cat                        this is dog

cat and dog look through the window
they look through the window
then cat and dog see a butterfly!
the butterfly is pink

cat and dog want to catch the butterfly
cat and dog follow the butterfly
they follow the butterfly
cat and dog follow
the butterfly on foot
they run after the butterfly

but the butterfly is fast
the butterfly is too fast
and cat and dog are slow
they are too slow
cat and dog follow
the butterfly by bike
they ride after the butterfly

but the butterfly is fast
the butterfly is very fast
and cat and dog are slow
they are very slow
cat and dog follow
the butterfly by car
they drive after the butterfly

but the butterfly is fast
the butterfly is still too fast
and cat and dog are slow
they are still too slow
cat and dog follow
the butterfly by boat
they row after the butterfly

but the butterfly is fast
the butterfly is super-fast
and cat and dog are slow
they are still super-slow
cat and dog follow
the butterfly by plane
they fly after the butterfly

but the butterfly is fast
the butterfly is still super-super-fast
and cat and dog are slow
they are still super-super-slow
then cat and dog stop
they stop and sit down
they sit down under a tree
they sit down
under a big tree

but then...
they see one butterfly in the tree...
they see two butterflies in the tree...
they see three butterflies in the tree...
they see a hundred butterflies!
bye bye cat

bye bye dog

bye bye butterflies
read all the cat and dog books

- cat and dog and the ball
- cat and dog and the rain
- cat and dog and the hat
- cat and dog where is cat?
- cat and dog and the gam
- cat and dog and the butterfly
- cat and dog dog is cold
- cat and dog draw and colour
- cat and dog and the egg
- cat and dog cat is yellow
- cat and dog and the worms
- cat and dog play cards
- cat and dog cards
do you know these words?
write them on a paper
**do not** write on this book

cat and dog - playtime